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With sales of more than €33 billion, Continental is one of the TOP 3 automotive
suppliers in the world.
With our current setup, we are a unique corporation that can offer a broad range of
automotive, rubber, and industrial products.
The Tire Division accounts for 28% of total sales.
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In 2013, the Continental corporation was ranked number one in the worldwide
automotive supplier industry for the first time ever.
However, being number one in size is not a target in itself for our company – our focus is
on technological leadership, sustainable and profitable growth, value creation, and
excellence.
Our excellence will ultimately bring us top market positions in our business fields.
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Continental is organized in five strong divisions. A total of 20 of our 28 business units
provide our customers with commercial vehicle products and services.
Continental’s USP is its wide‐ranging in‐house expertise. We form the ideal combination
for a powerful solution network with both a premium tire manufacturer and an
Automotive Group that is the largest electronic supplier in the industry under one roof.
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On the following slides, you can see some examples of Continental products in
commercial vehicles.
(The graphical representation is schematic and not true to scale.)
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A small*, economic, and robust Long‐Range Radar (LRR) that recognizes pedestrians and
other objects up to 160 m ahead of the vehicle. It can activate emergency braking and
can be combined with Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC).
* Schematic representation on the slide (not true to scale).
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Sensor to improve emission quality. It measures both urea concentration and level in the
AdBlue tank. By integrating various functionalities, this sensor minimizes complexity in a
commercial vehicle. Start of production in 2014 at Frenstat, Czech Republic.
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The ProViu®Mirror is installed in the driver's cabin together with a camera system that is
mounted externally. It monitors the vehicle's environment and is designed to replace
external mirrors.
More information from Michael Ruf in his presentation.
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Conti Hybrid – our new tire line for regional transport.
ContiPressureCheckTM – our tire pressure monitoring system, which reports real‐time
data to the driver via a display in the driver’s cabin and sensors in the tires of both
tractor and trailer. CPC contributes to the safety and efficiency of commercial vehicles.
More details from Constantin Batsch in his presentation.
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The Continental Air Spring Leveling System (CALS) integrates air spring, ultrasound height
and pressure sensor plus an air valve in one ready‐to‐install air spring unit.
The contactless sensor function is extremely robust and enables a new level of precision
in height detection compared with the current mechanical height sensor.
The CALS also allows significant weight savings of more than 3.5 kg for a truck with a
trailing axle.
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These are only some of the products that Continental provides for commercial vehicle
customers – be it original equipment manufacturers or end customers in the
replacement market.
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Today‘s challenging market environment requires agility and excellence in all fields of our
activities. In the
h Tire Division we execute a clear
l
growth
h strategy by
b substantially
b
ll investing in
manufacturing capacities as well as highest technology to strengthen our market position. Latest
examples with focus on Commercial Vehicle Tires are
‐ Manufacturing capacity worldwide, for example: in Modipuram, India, for producing
the latest radial tire technology; in Mount Vernon, U.S.A., for the markets in The
Americas; in Púchov, Slovakia, which provides Generation 3 truck and bus tires; or in
Otrokovice,, Czech Republic,
p
, our largest
g tire p
plant worldwide.
‐ Our new and retreaded truck and bus tires of the latest Generation 3.
‐ Our R&D Technology Center. It was significantly enlarged and transferred at the same
time into a campus. On this campus we are developing the next‐generation rubber from
dandelions.
‐ Based on an integrated concept, our new ContiLifeCycle plant in Hannover (which
started operation in November 2013) is combining retreading with subsequent
production of recycled rubber.
‐ And we also invest in extended solutions such as ContiPressureCheckTM for steer,
steer drive,
drive
and trailer axle tires and in the further enlargement of our Conti360° offer to fleets. In
2014, for instance, we have both launched a Conti360° web portal in the U.S. for our
national fleet accounts and started to offer Conti360° Fleet Services in six more markets
(Finland, Portugal, Romania, Turkey, Malaysia, and Australia). We cover now 26 markets
worldwide.
Those investments in our core tire business and the additional services are fueling the
sustainable base, allowing us to extend into a solution provider.
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Looking into our manufacturing footprint for commercial vehicle tires, we today have
twelve production sites in eleven countries.
In Germany, we have two production sites: Korbach for Commercial Specialty Tires and
Hanover with the ContiLifeCycle plant for hot and cold retreading.
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In Commercial Vehicle Tires, we invest up to €200 million per year in manufacturing
capacity.
We grow worldwide, both in truck tires and commercial specialty tires. We have
scheduled ten expansion projects until 2018.
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In order to be and remain a preferred partner for our CV customers, we constantly invest
in technology in our core tire business.
Example: Our new Generation 3 truck and bus tires. We completely renewed and
expanded our last generation within four years – that is, we doubled the speed of idea
to market.
(For more details, see Constantin Batsch’s presentation.)
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In order to provide the latest technology not only with our new tires but also with our
retreaded tires, we invest in manufacturing excellence in this area as well.
Example: Our ContiLifeCycle plant, which opened in November 2013. It is the world’s
first combination of a tire retreading and rubber recycling unit.
The CLC plant helps to achieve significant CO2 savings, equivalent to the carbon sink of a
pine forest the size of 855 soccer fields. Compared with the use of primary raw
materials, the recycling approach uses around 90% less energy.
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Therefore, in 2014, our CLC plant received two awards: one for its sustainability
contribution and another for the manufacturing innovation.
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As a technology‐driven company, we continuously invest in research and development.
In the field of material innovation, we have an interesting cooperation project ongoing
with the Fraunhofer Institute for Molecular Biology and Applied Ecology (IME) at the
University of Münster as well as our partners, the Julius Kühn Institute and plant breeder
Aeskulap GmbH.
Jointly, we managed to cultivate a very high‐yielding and robust kind of Russian
dandelion. Our goal is to make natural rubber from its roots ready for use in tire
production.
Dandelion rubber has a significantly positive impact in terms of sustainability. It reduces
the carbon footprint due to:
‐ Reduced logistic efforts/shorter routes from field to production
‐ Alternative sourcing to meet the rising global demand for natural rubber, which would
otherwise would threaten sensitive rainforest areas
(For more details on the sustainability impact of dandelion rubber, see slide in back‐up.)
For these positive effects, our project has been acknowledged with the GreenTec Award
2014 in the category “Automobility” – Europe’s largest environmental and economic
business award.
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Recently, we have produced the very first test tires from dandelion rubber. They are
currently undergoing intensive test procedures.
Based on the crop yield, these test tires are passenger car winter tires containing a high
share of natural rubber, like commercial vehicle tires. The tests therefore offer us
significant insights.
The production of commercial vehicle tires will follow as soon as crop yield enables this
next step.
With our first tangible tires from dandelion rubber, we are launching today the new
brand “Taraxagum” for this innovative material.
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These three examples show that the Tire division/CVT is developing from a mere tire
manufacturer to a solution provider – as part of Continental’s solution network for the
commercial vehicle industry.
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In order to ensure efficient, safe and sustainable transport of goods and people we need
intelligent commercial vehicles.
Freight and passenger transport continue to play a vital role in our society and our lives
in the future and will be a determining factor of quality of life and the prosperity of
society as a whole.
Continental listens closely to its commercial vehicles customers and understands the
requirements and challenges faced by everyday business in the transport sector, by fleet
operators and drivers.
We develop products and solutions to meet the requirements and demands for
efficiency of the sector and at the same time our mobility solutions allow for the
pressing societal need for safe and environmentally friendly road traffic.
Increasingly, transportation that is as efficient, safe, and environmentally friendly as
possible calls for intelligent commercial vehicles.
In particular, Continental expects sustainable product innovations in three technological
fields within the commercial vehicles market and is already working on appropriate
products, services, and systems solutions:
• Intelligent Transportation Systems/ ITS
• Automated Driving
• Fuel Efficiency
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“Intelligent Transportation Systems”: Solutions for more efficient and safe transport of goods
and
d people.
l
ITS is the nearly complete integration of data for transport infrastructure, vehicles, and users
with the help of information and communications technology.
This requires a powerful backend that can process an immense volume of data. In order to
achieve optimal effectiveness, it is imperative that ITS receive data from the vehicles. The
networked vehicle is therefore a key technology for future transport of goods and people.
Continental is an important supplier in the market for ITS‐related key components and is already
working on products and services for safe, efficient, and comfortable commercial vehicles.
Already in the market is our app for improved parking TruckYA! It communicates free parking
spaces along the route.
Thanks to the VDO TruckYa! app, truck drivers are no longer on their own when it comes to
looking for a parking space.
This VDO smartphone app bundles together the knowledge of a virtual trucker community and
displays rest area utilization data in real time
time.
An important link in the information chain consists of the users themselves. By passing on
parking space information via their smartphones, each member of the trucker community helps
to make the system ever more reliable and provides their colleagues with information about the
available parking spaces on their respective routes.
TruckYa! is therefore the digital answer to the lack of parking spaces in Europe's rest areas.
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“Automated Driving”: Solutions for more efficient and safe transport of goods and people.
Today’s driver assistance systems help increase safety and comfort and improve the driver experience
over the long term.
The continuing evolution of current systems will pave the way for automated driving.
This course of development applies not only to cars, but also to commercial vehicles, even if the specifics
differ. While automated driving for cars is primarily meant to meet the need for more driving comfort and
safety, the situation for commercial vehicles is more complex. In addition to safety, transport efficiency is
what matters here – in other words, lower fuel consumption and fewer idle periods. Under these
auspices, assistance systems are also a key to improved efficiency.
Accordingly, Continental provides powerful and intelligent components, systems, and software that
iimprove safety,
f t relieve
li
th
the driver,
di
and
d optimize
ti i d
driving.
i i
With our eHorizon we a have a product enabling automated driving. Already today we offer this in series
as a key sensor, the static eHorizon. At the IAA CV you can see our next step the connected eHorizon with
self‐learning functions. In future our dynamic eHorizon will have the possibility to look ahead and “around
the corner”.
(Static) eHorizon, which is already installed in series production commercial vehicles, accesses detailed
map material and supplies the vehicle with information about, for example, the topography of the road
over the next few kilometers. In this way, the systems in the vehicle, for example the transmission, motor
and speed control mechanisms, are informed of the contour of the road ahead long before this is visible.
This has a positive impact on safety, comfort and economic driving.
Reduced fuel consumption up 3%. Reduced fuel costs per anno and truck: € 2.000/ 4.2t CO2
(Assumptions Europe: 150.000 km / year 35 l / 100 km 1.35 EUR / l 2.64 kg CO2 / l
70,875 EUR / year 139 t CO2 / year
Potential: 3% : 2,126 EUR / year 4.2 t CO2 / year)
A further developed version of this system goes under the name connected eHorizon and represents the
transition between the current technical status quo and the future of automated driving for commercial
vehicles. In this system, the road contour information gathered by vehicles is collected in a backend and
complements the existing map material. These enhanced maps are then sent to the vehicles at regular
i t
intervals.
l
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“Fuel Efficiency”: Solutions for more efficient and sustainable transport of goods and people.
Sustainable business, i.e. taking into account the economic, ecological, and societal aspects of
doing business, is increasingly critical for transport and logistics companies’ competitiveness and
for their acceptance in society.
Continental works on strategies and offers solutions that help reducing the environmental
footprint of the transport business, while simultaneously increasing fleet efficiency.
Beside others the reduction of fuel consumption is one of the most important factors for
efficient commercial vehicles.
On the IAA we present a new product called: ProViu®Mirror. This backward‐looking camera
system is the
h revolutionary
l
alternative
l
to exterior mirrors. The
h technology,
h l
which
h hh
has b
been
designed for commercial vehicles and special‐purpose vehicles, makes use of monitors installed
in the driver's cab together with an externally mounted camera system which monitors the
vehicle's environment and may consequently make exterior mirrors unnecessary.
The system maximizes driving safety while simultaneously reducing fuel consumption by
improving the aerodynamic characteristics of the entire vehicle.
You can find it already integrated in our Continental Innovation Truck which is here at the IAA
and can be seen at the outside fair area.
Legislation: UNECE R46 (basis for EU homologation) regulation update expected by Q3 2016 //
FMVSS111 (basis for NAFTA homologation) update unknown – TTIP might influence
homologation
With ProViu®Mirror we offer a product for improved aerodynamics which reduces fuel
consumption due to less aerodynamic resistance by 1% ‐ 2%: 1,170 EUR and 2.4 t
(Assumptions Europe: 150.000 km / year 35 l / 100 km 1.35 EUR / l 2,64 kg CO2 / l
70.875 EUR / year 139 t CO2 / year
Potential: 2% : 1,418 EUR / year 2.8 t CO2 / year)
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As a reliable partner to the transport industry, we at Continental are well aware of the
challenges that our customers are facing directly and indirectly.
One of the most direct and probably even heaviest burdens are the increasing costs –
whether fuel, road tolls, or other costs. Recovering these added costs through higher
transport prices is quite a challenge for the fleet owner. While tires only make up for 5%
of the total costs of a transport company, they influence 40% of a fleet’s total costs,
namely fuel consumption as well as maintenance and repairs.
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What counts for the transport industry is efficiency.
With the launch of Generation 3,
3 we are providing answers to the challenges that transport companies are facing day
by day. For each application, for every region.
In 2013, Continental introcuded a completely new product portfolio for the transport of People.
In 2014, the focus is on tires for the transportation of Goods. Continental started renewing the complete truck tire
portfolio and introduces 61 innovative products.
Already now we are offering specific winter tires for the transport of people and goods that ensure safety on the road.

Challenges for transport companies:

Continental’ss answers:
Continental

› Growing costs for Diesel
› Weight of Trucks (Euro 6)
› Height of Trucks
› EU Tire Label
› Regions with Overload Operations
› Three‐Peak‐Mountain‐Snowflake

› Improvement in Rolling Resistance
› Higher Load Index
› Lower diameter Tires
› Improvement in Rolling Resistance, Wet Braking, Noise
› Tires with ED capability (Extra Duty)
› Update selected tires which have “All Season”‐capability
› Enlarge the Winter Portfolio
› New product range 17.5” + 19.5” with focus on these applications

› Increasing Urbanization with stronger need for
di t ib ti
distribution

The transportation of Goods on European roads is increasing every year at ~ 3%.
For the EU countries the EU commission has predicted a growth from 2005 until 2030 from 67% in the sector of Goods
transportation.
This EU growth scenario is dominated by the transportation via trucks. Only ~ 20% is transported via train or airfreight
The truck remains with ~ 80% the means of transportation No. 1
Conti EcoPlus:

› “The pro in fuel efficiency”
› No compromises on other performance criteria
› Best in Class when it comes to fuelsaving + mileage
Conti Hybrid:
› “Redefining Regional ‐ Versatility, mile after mile after mile”
› Achieving the highest mileage on regional roads
› Excellent handling on hilly and winding roads
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The new Conti Hybrid is the ideal response to the growing changes experienced in
regional freight transportation.
This all‐rounder meets the needs of the day‐to‐day challenges faced by distributors and
fleets in regional transportation. This includes frequent acceleration, braking,
maneuvering, and cornering on a range of road surfaces. The Continental developers
have redesigned the tire treads and rubber compound. The result is high mileage
combined with excellent wet driving and braking behavior and low rolling resistance.
The new Conti Hybrid is proving its credentials as a universally suitable all‐rounder in the
premium segment.
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The ContiPressureCheck™ tire pressure monitoring system is the first solution (one of the solutions) that
combines the experience and expertise from Continental
Continental’ss different business areas of tires, sensor
technology and instrumentation in one product.
We are constantly further developing this system in order to contribute to reducing operating costs for
fleets.
With the new Automatic Trailer Learning function (ATL) ContiPressureCheck™ can now automatically pick
up and monitor the tires on any trailer (equipped with sensors) that is coupled to the tractor unit. This
reflects the reality of many transport companies where the trailers hauled by tractors are often changed.
‐ Trailer is monitored by ContiPressureCheck™ system installed on tractor
trailer, only sensors in tires are needed
‐ On trailer
‐ Change of trailer is recognized automatically
‐ Learning process while driving
‐ Learning process will be restarted after power shut down or stand still for at least 15 minutes
ContiPressureCheck™ helps:
‐ To optimize fuel efficiency
‐ To increase mileage
‐ To avoid tire‐related breakdowns
g
casingg value and retreadabilityy
‐ To safeguard
‐ To increase vehicle safety (tires on truck especially steer tires)
Available:
‐ US (planned: Canada, Mexico)
‐ Major parts of EU (most important countries DE, PL, FR, UK, etc.)
Telematics:
‐ We are open to support our fleet customers in integrating ContiPressureCheck™ data into their fleet
management tools.
‐ We ourselves are cooperating with FrameLogic (PL), a third party supplier that created an interface to
transmit the ContiPressureCheck™ data to a fleet management system.
system
‐ And we are of course also working on an in‐house solution.
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We kindly invite you to join us on our common Continental booth in hall 17 at booth
A06‐B11, where experts and management members from the different business areas
are happy to introduce our developments to you.
Motto:
The Future in Motion
Topics:
‐ Intelligent Transportation Systems, ITS
‐ Automated Driving
‐ Sustainable Products and Solutions
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These benefits of dandelion rubber convinced the jury of the GreenTec Awards to
acknowledge Continental’s commitment and achievement in this area of sustainable
material innovation.
(Marginal land = land not being used or with strong limitations to be used for agriculture
so far)
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